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Abstract

In the early 2000's the idea about digital pervasive gaming was somewhat limited, as 
there  was  a  lot  of  technological  obstacles,  which  made  implementing  pervasive 
elements into practical use either difficult or expensive. Pervasive games could mean, 
that if you wanted to play them you would have to have a plethora of different devices 
with you, depending of if you needed a GPS for navigation, laptop for data search or 
just some contraption for virtual reality or just a camera to take photos with. And on the 
top of that,  accessing the internet on the go was, if not impossible,  potentially very 
expensive and not necessarily easy, depending on your location.

Gradually the technology has begun to evolve in more  versatile direction. Today a good 
cellphone can replace most of the devices that were cumbersome to lug around ten years 
ago. 3G and 4G internet connections can provide an access to the internet so, that it is 
possible to access the data sources almost anywhere, were you  in the city or in a forest. 
Of course there's still  gaps in the networks, but at least  there's lesser need to find a 
phone outlet.

Pervasive gaming is not just for location based outdoors activity anymore. Thanks to the 
advancements of technology elements enabling pervasive gaming have also found their 
way to home game consoles,  MMO games and many kinds of social platform games. 

Pervasive games come in many different shapes and forms. The elements used can be 
simple social interaction, where the player informs the social network when the game is 
played or what kind of achievements is done in the game, thus trying to lure in more 
gamers or  they can be more massive style of a games, where not only social activity is 
a must, but also where and when the game is played has an effect as well. The game can 
use specialized controllers, such as motion or voice or the player can just simply stream 
the    gameplay to the web, enabling others to spectate and comment the gameplay.

The designers need to ask themselves what kind of features they want to use and what 
kind of devices the players need in order to use these kind of pervasive features. There 
are also questions of the player security, be it actual physical wellbeing of the player on 
the real life location of the game or information security of the data gathered during the 
game.

This thesis tries to provide some theoretical insight on what pervasive gaming has been, 
is  now  and  where  it  is  heading.  There  are  some  speculation  about  how  pervasive 
elements should be designed and used as well points the designers should take a note of.

Keywords
Pervasive gaming, pervasive game design,  threats of pervasive gaming, history of 
pervasive games 
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Foreword

Writing this  thesis  was an interesting  undertaking.  I  took a  subject  matter  I  learned 
something about during a game project I was a part of and despite I already had done 
some preliminary research about pervasive gaming during the game project “Props” I 
noticed that there is even more about the subject matter than I had previously thought. 
Pervasive  gaming  is  not  something  that  needs  special  equipment  or  circumstances. 
Thanks to modern technology using pervasive elements in games has become relatively 
easy and sometimes something the developers do not even might be aware they are 
using in their games.

I hope this thesis will help you to form an image of what pervasive gaming is and what 
it  could  be  in  the  future.  As  pervasive  gaming  is  now  it  and  thanks  to  how  the 
technology is progressing, pervasive elements  might  be even more prominent  in the 
future of gaming.

Tomi Taipaleenmäki

Oulu, May 12, 2014 
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1.     Introduction

Pervasive games,  or location  based games  as they are sometimes  called,  have been 
around  for  a  long  time  before  information  technology  (IT)  became  easily  portable. 
People gathered together in order to play different kinds of treasure hunt games or took 
part on a grand adventure in a form of live action roleplaying. Children have for ages 
turned mundane locations into scenes of adventure with a power of sheer imagination 
alone. But now, with the help of modern technology, the pervasive elements of gaming 
can  be  taken  much  further  than  before.  While  people  still  need  to  use  their  own 
imagination,  they can enhance their  game by augmenting reality or accessing online 
databases  wherever  they  might  be  playing  the  game.  With  the  help  of  modern 
technology people don't even have to actively play the game. Turning the game on can 
be enough to make you advance further in the game world while you are driving to 
work or taking a jog (Montola, Stenros & Waern, 2009).

Studies about digital pervasive games have mostly begun in the late 1990's, early 2000's 
thanks  to  rapid  evolution  of  computers  and  mobile  technologies.  The  first  mobile 
phones  and  portable  computers  were  clunky  machines,  with  very  limited  technical 
features, but it didn't take long for the devices to gear up more and more features, which 
clever  game designer  noticed  they could  take  an  advantage  of.  GPS navigation  for 
example is a feature that can be used to enhance a treasure hunt game, while the clues to 
the  hunt  can  be  provided  via  augmented  reality1 by  using  the  devices  network 
connection and camera. In the 1990's GPS devices were expensive, separate machines, 
but today GPS is a basic feature included in a variety of cellphones and tablets. Players  
can use their phones to track each other or just to communicate. All this technology was 
still expensive during the first generations of cellphones, but is now relatively common 
even in the cheapest range of devices.

Constant internet connection makes accessing data today much easier than ever before. 
Now a player, who needs to find a specific piece of information is not forced to rely on 
pure memory alone or a stack of encyclopedias. Fast 3G and 4G networks ensure, that 
the information that the game needs can be accessed almost anywhere. These networks 
combined with device  cameras  and GPS can be used to  provide augmented  reality, 
which the player can use to get specific, location based, information in real time.

However, defining what pervasive games are is somewhat of an opinion based question, 
as there are no strict definitions on what makes a  game pervasive. There are elements 
and ideas that can be incorporated to a game design which will make a game pervasive, 
but at the same time even typical console and PC games have begun to get elements in 
them,  which  can  make  them at  least  in  some way more  pervasive  than  their  older 
counterparts have been. For example motion and voice controls take the game much 
further outside the typical environment of a game than what controlling strictly by using 
gamepad or mouse can do. For example Xbox Kinect2 games can require much larger 
room to play than just sitting on a sofa, as the players move the characters with their 
own  body  movement,  which  is  tracked  with  a  camera.  These  kind  of  location 

1 Augmented reality is a way to provide virtual information or objects in a real world setting. 
This can be done for example by using virtual glasses or cellphone camera. A term mixed 
reality is also used (VTT, 2014; Appendix A).

2 Kinect is a camera based controlling device for Microsoft's Xbox 360 and Xbox One 
consoles, allowing players to use full body movement to control the games (Verge, 2013). 
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expansions are what for  example children have always used in their own games, when 
they  turn  a  living  room into  an  alien  space  station  or  include  everyday  objects  or 
supervising adults as a part of their imaginary exploits.

Modern technology has brought new possibilities in how pervasiveness can be handled 
in a game, even if we think about  old games such as “Cops and Robbers”. For  example 
players can track each other by using their real time GPS locations or, like in treasure 
hunt  games  like  Geocaching,  try  to  locate  the  target  by  using  GPS  coordinates 
(Neustaedter, Tang & Judge, 2011). RFID3 tags can be used to tag objects or places, 
which the players can search for during their game sessions (Garrido, Miraz, Ruiz & 
Gomez-Nieto,  2010).  These  techniques  could  bring  all  new  level  of  detail  and 
immersion to  games, making them reach out through the common threshold of a game.

When technology is turning more accessible, cheap and complex, the possibilities for its 
use keep rising. People aren't confined to their desktops anymore in order to use the 
internet, nor are people required to carry along bulky hardware. Mobile phones, tablets 
or even wearable computer technology will and can have a huge effect on how people 
see and play games now and in the future (Trinta, Pedrosa, Ferraz & Ramalho, 2007).

The main purpose of this thesis is to take a good look at how pervasive elements have 
changed, or could change, modern computer or console games. I will also take a look at 
what pervasiveness is and how it should or could be utilized in the design of a game.

1.1   Motivation

My introduction to pervasive gaming happened during an university project done in the 
University of Oulu for MediaTeam4.  During this  project a team I was a member of 
designed and built a simple, storytelling game, based on a virtual 3D model of city of 
Oulu. The main purpose of the project was to utilize the existing 3D environment and 
create a prototype of a pervasive game that could be used in its context.

After our research we came into a conclusion the simplest way to achieve pervasiveness 
would be to create a game, that would work in the way of storytelling karaoke, in both, 
virtual  and real  worlds.  While  all  the props used in the game would be virtual,  the 
narrator of the story would be on an actual location where a live audience could watch 
the story unfold. The virtual props would be projected on a screen or a canvas in the 
front of an audience and the narration would also be sent in the virtual environment for 
the virtual audience to hear. This way the game had in itself a pervasive element in both 
ways, in real environment as well as in the virtual environment. Though due to some 
technical glitches and lack of time we could not get the audio broadcast to work like it 
should have.

3 RFID, Radio Frequency Identification. An identification tag that can be attatched to an object 
and read with a RFID scanner. Like a bar code, but unlike a bar code no direct sight of the 
tag is needed in order to read it (RFIDLab, 2014). 

4 MediaTeam is a research group operating in the Department of Computer Science and 
Engineering at the University of Oulu (MediaTeam, 2014) 
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The game,  called  Props  (Figure  1),  we designed  is  not  a  game that  can  be  played 
without preparations and it does require a set time and place so that the audience knows 
it is happening. But at the same time Props is not tied on one specific location, despite 
we used specific location in virtual Oulu as our main stage. The system itself can be 
located to different areas and used in different ways not specifically related to virtual 
storytelling.

Figure 1: Overview of the virtual world of game “Props” set in Rotuaari  stage in 
Oulu. The bodyless book reader on the couch is an avatar for the narrator.

This project made me wonder the idea of pervasive games in larger scale. I had not 
heard about pervasive games before that, or at least the term was not familiar to me, but 
as I was a part of designing one pervasive game I got an interesting crash course in how 
one could function, even if it wouldn't use more sophisticated methods for augmented 
reality or GPS tracking for example.

1.2   Previous research

Pervasive games as an idea has been researched for a good while now, and as such in 
order for a game to be pervasive there is no need for any fancy technology. Simply put 
for example  children’s  games  can be pervasive  as much as  live  action  role  playing 
games (Montola, Stenros & Waern, 2009).
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The potential of computer aided pervasive gaming was realized during the advent of 
mobile computing in the late 1990's and early 2000's, when mobile phones and portable 
computers,  like  Palm's  touchscreen  devices,  begun  to  appear  on  the  market.  These 
devices, like GPS maps, made possible to figure out interesting combinations for them 
to be used in games. This made using real locations simpler, as navigation could be 
done in realtime using GPS coordinates aided with graphical output of the device.

Most of the early games were research projects, as the devices were still expensive and 
a bit cumbersome to use. Though there are some SMS based pervasive games in that 
period as well, such as BotFighters (Wired, 2002).

My own previous  research  considering  pervasive  gaming  was  done  during  a  game 
project “Props” I took part of. The whole concept was then very new to me and I hadn't  
even heard the term before that. During the project it was at first imperative to figure 
out what exactly pervasive games are, and that to its own extent proved to be rather 
interesting task, as there is a very strong impression that pretty much anything can be 
pervasive, as the rules to define pervasiveness are not very strict.

There are, of course, some guidelines that can be used in order to define a pervasive 
game, like the “Magic Circle5” theory, but at the same time with the rapidly evolving 
technology one can't help but to wonder if pervasiveness as such has already become 
almost status quo in most of games. The game developers themselves might not even be 
aware that they use elements which may make their games pervasive in some fashion. 
Even the platform the game is developed for might be enough to do so.

For  example social extension can be seen as a feature of a pervasive game. This kind of 
social  expansion  is  nowadays  a  relatively  common  aspect,  as  everything  can  be 
connected to some social hub or an another. Social gaming itself is very common thanks 
to services like Facebook, which offer games to  the users.  The users then can post 
messages about their advancements in the game and thus include other people to the 
game no matter if those people seeing messages wanted it or not.

Pervasiveness is one of the most important aspects of any free social game, as it can 
give a game the free exposure  new players need to find them. This social integration 
can  potentially  bring  more  users  to  the  game,  who  in  turn  can  potentially  use  the 
monetization properties of the free game, such as buying objects from game store in 
order to make their gaming sessions a bit more comfortable.

During  this  first  research  I  also  noted,  that  pervasiveness  is  very  often  used  as  a 
synonym with “location based” gaming, probably because that is a genre which explains 
the term easily. Take your portable device, go outside and use it to play a game. That by 
itself contains many of the aspects that can be seen as parts of pervasive gaming. First 
of, all the players use a technological device to aid the game. Secondly the player is not 
confined to sit in front of a computer or a console. Thirdly there's a possibility of social  
interaction, given that there is people where the game is played and finally there is no 
set time when the player goes out and plays.

5 “Magic Circle” is a metaphorical, voluntarily agreed realm, or an area between players in 
which a game takes place. It is a place where taken actions are a part of a game. If the 
boundaries of this area are broken a game becomes pervasive (Montola, 2005; Appendix 
A).  
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Thanks to advancing technology it is not so straight cut anymore however. For  example 
all  the current  gaming consoles have moved from being 1980's  Nintendo NES style 
consoles to being more self aware devices, which possess pervasive elements, be it the 
possibility to use the console in social interaction or to use the console to control other  
devices connected to it or simply by the evolution of game controllers themselves, that 
are not just blocky pads anymore, but capable of motion control or even augmenting 
reality.

While this kind of pervasive livingroom technology removes the “go out and play” style 
of gaming, it still leaves a lot of other aspects, that can be seen as pervasive. So in a 
sense pervasiveness itself has crept slowly and silently in the lives of gamers, be it by 
mobile devices, social networking services or simply via brand new gaming consoles.

1.3   Research question(s)

During the “Props” project many questions rose up. One of the biggest questions was, 
of course, what pervasive games actually are. And as it turned out, there is no strict 
definition on what is actually required for a game to be pervasive. There are some set of  
definitions that can be used, but again using them is not mandatory.

One part of this study will be spent on figuring out what pervasive games are and what  
are the pervasive elements that can be used  and what elements are used in games in  
general. Other important questions are, how and when pervasive elements should be  
used, what can be achieved by using pervasive elements, how they affect the actual  
game play, what is the benefit of using such elements and how they should be designed  
and eventually implemented.

These questions are important not only from the view of games playability,  but also 
from the design point. As games are supposed to be fun, it is also important to have 
some kind of grasp about how to implement these kind of pervasive components into a 
game so, that they make sense, work like they should and also make the game fun to 
play.

Another important question concerns about privacy aspects. For example, it is possible 
to take an advantage of information gathered from devices of people who are outside the 
actual game play.  Those people, will, without their knowledge, become a part of the 
game. Important question here is, and problem here becomes, what will be done with 
that information that is recorded without the knowledge and consent of those people. Is 
the wi-fi or Bluetooth information saved or will it be discarded as soon as it is gathered 
and verified for the purpose of the game? If  the game for example requires  unique 
device information to score points, is it morally and legally questionable to collect such 
a database? And furthermore what other kind of information might be saved from such 
encounters.

This thesis will also take a look on the history of pervasive elements in computer and 
mobile games and what is the current status of pervasive elements as well as what kind 
of possibilities the use of modern technology might bring on the table.
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To sum up here are the questions this thesis will try to find an answer to:
1. What are pervasive games?
2. What are the pervasive elements that can be used and what elements are used in  
games in general. How and when pervasive elements should be used?
3. What can be achieved by using pervasive elements.  How they affect the actual game  
play, what is the benefit of using such elements and how they should be designed and  
eventually implemented.
4. Privacy concerns and other threats in pervasive games

1.4   Structure of the thesis

The first part of this thesis will discuss the theoretical background of pervasive games. 
It will cover what pervasiveness is, what kind of pervasive elements there are, how they 
function and how they can be used. In this part I will also take a look in designing 
pervasiveness and how they function in game design.

The second part will cover the findings as well as answer the research questions. There I 
will discuss about pervasive games and go over the limitations of this research as well 
as potential contributions to the theory and practice of pervasive gaming. 
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2.     Theoretical background

In following chapters I will go through what pervasiveness is, what kind of elements it  
can include, how to design pervasiveness and what kind of games there are. There are 
also  example  game  descriptions  as  well  as  some  theory  about  designing  pervasive 
elements. 

2.1   Pervasiveness

Pervasive technology allows people to be connected technologically even when they do 
not themselves realize it.  Despite  that pervasiveness is often seen as mobile,  it  also 
means that other devices can more easily interact with the user or the user with the 
device, be them kitchen appliances,  living room entertainment systems or cellphones 
and  laptops  (Vrana,  2002;  Ark  &  Selker,  1999).  This  evolution  of  computer 
pervasiveness, or ubiquitous computing as it is also called, is in my opinion quickly 
bringing pervasiveness even in games that are not consciously pervasive.

Pervasive games are somewhat of a difficult genre to clearly define, as many different 
kinds of games can use pervasive elements in them. One way pervasive games, be they 
location  based  games  or  augmented  reality  games  for  example,  differ  from regular 
games is by trying to expand the usual reach of the games domain. Montola  (2005) 
calls this the expansion of the “magic circle” which can happen in temporal, spatial or 
social directions.

Spatial  expansion  suggests,  that  the  actual  playing  location  of  the  game  might  be 
unclear,  as the games domain may not only be local,  but global  in scale.  Temporal 
expansion refers to that there is no set times for the game to happen, as the game can 
take place when you go to work, or drink coffee in your home. Social expansion refers 
to  where  people  other  than  the  players  are  a  part  of  the  game,  either  willingly  or 
unknowingly (Montola, 2005).

This pervasive expansion can happen in a seemingly non-pervasive game as well, for 
example  in  the  form  of  downloadable  content6 (DLC)  and  DLC  integration.  For 
example a game can have DLC packages that inform the player of their existence by 
having in game characters (Ohlde, 2009; Figure 2) prompting the player of a mission, 
that requires a DLC package to be bought and installed before commencing forward. 
This way the game breaks its own domain by directly telling to the player, that instead 
of arbitrary game currency,  the payer  needs to swing a real enhanced credit  card of 
balance withdrawal.

Massively Multiplayer  Online  (MMO) games  also have pervasive  elements  in  them 
While the games themselves are designed to be social, they often are played on a certain 
platform, which often are desktop computers or games consoles. You can, however, 
have  different  kinds  of  game  clients,  which  allow  the  player  to  use  certain  game 
elements  when the  game  is  not  actively  played.  For  example  there  is  a  “World  of 
Warcraft Armory” (WoW, 2013) mobile application for World of Warcraft, that allows 

6 DLC is extra digital content provided to a game either by the games publisher or other 
content producers.
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the player  to access the guilds,  auction houses and characters  while not playing the 
game. This allows the player to make decision for the future game sessions or just to 
stay connected to other players.

Figure 2: Dragon Age: Origins DLC salesman (Ohlde, 2009)

Improvements  in  modern  technology have  made  it  simpler  and more  convenient  to 
make applications that are tied into the real world. With todays technology it is possible 
to create  software that  does not rely only on precoded information,  but that  can be 
context aware, gaining information from the real life surroundings, thanks to constantly 
improving processing and networking capabilities of mobile devices (Linner, Kirsch, 
Radusch & Steglich, 2005).
 

2.1.1   Pervasive elements

While pervasive games cover a far wider range, the term itself is often covered with 
location  based  gaming,  as  it  is  a  genre  that  is  probably  the  easiest  to  describe  as 
pervasive. The player uses a mobile device, which can be a laptop, cellphone or a tablet 
for example, to play a game on a specific location (Lemos, 2011; Jegers & Wiberg, 
2006). This mobile device is used for example to get information from the surroundings, 
such as GPS location, augmented reality information through camera/data network or 
just to access information in a network. This integration between physical and virtual 
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environments acts as an information layer, providing informational territorialization of 
the location (Lemos, 2011).

Montola gives three forms of expansion that can be used in pervasive games. Those are 
spatial,  temporal  and  social  expansions.  Spatial  expansion  suggest  that  the  actual 
location where the game takes place is not clear or that it is unlimited, be it local or 
global. This form of spatial extension can also take the game in the virtual environment 
and the game can take place in both real and virtual worlds at the same time. This kind 
of gaming with no specified location might cause issues though, as if the game location 
is a public area, the players can cause disturbance or even possible danger situations 
with their own actions (Montola, 2005).

Temporal  expansion suggest  that  there is  no definitive  time when the game session 
takes place. The player can play the game when doing everyday chores or the game can 
take place when the player is not even aware that a game is going on. Of course in terms 
of gameplay the game can require user input and this can happen during a time when the 
player is unable to actually respond to the game, so as such temporal expansion of the 
game can be problematic (Montola, 2005).

Both, temporal and spatial, expansions can be used in a larger way when the game is 
expanded socially. Spatial expansion means that the game can take place everywhere, 
like for example in a shopping mall. The social expansion takes in account that there are 
other people in the shopping mall as well, so they can be used as game elements and 
they can, even without their own knowledge become players of the game. Of course 
being  a  player  is  a  question  of  how  the  player  is  defined,  but  if  we  assume  that 
bystanders in a mall can have an effect on the game by being obstacles or even a halting 
force (security guards as an example), then everyone at present in the mall is a player in 
some sense of the word (Montola, 2005).

Social interaction and increasing the social awareness is another important element in 
pervasive gaming. The social aspect of a game is extended to include other people who 
do not necessarily have a conscious part in the game itself, but they can act as game 
props or obstacles.  Those outside people, or observers and spectators,  can also have 
more direct effect on the games direction in general. For example I would count many 
reality TV game shows or contests as pervasive games. In reality shows the general 
audience can take a part on the game by voting their favourite participants. Some social 
events can also be considered as pervasive, like flash mobs for example, where a group 
of people gather playfully in some public place, not ordinarily connected to dancing, in 
order to give a dance recitals.

2.1.2   Designing pervasiveness

There are no strict rules about designing pervasiveness, just like there are no strict set of 
techniques or methods which should be used in order to make a game pervasive. There 
are  however  some guidelines  that  can be  followed when striving  towards  pervasive 
design. By adding some of these pervasive elements you can make a pervasive game.
Montola describes  pervasive elements  as elements,  which reach beyond the magical 
circle of games (Montola, 2005). If we assume, that the game itself is inside a magic 
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circle, in other words the place where a plumber in red overalls safes the princess who is 
always in an another castle, the elements which reach outside that magical boundary of 
a  game  are  pervasive.  These  elements  are  describes  as  spatial,  social  and temporal 
expansions.

Games themselves can be short, aimed as something to play when the player needs to 
pass time, for  example while waiting for a bus, or the game can be massive with a deep 
world that takes time to explore. Some may need specific technological devices in order 
to be played, where as some can be played without any devices at all (Montola, Stenros 
& Waern, 2009)

First thing that should be made clear, when designing a pervasive element is, what does 
the player need when using an element in a game. In a game SuperFly the player had an 
option of picking up virtual objects by sending an SMS to the game. But at the same 
time the player could do the same thing by picking up the virtual object in the virtual 
environment by using the web portal provided by the game. This lead into the players 
questioning about the need of the SMS pick up option, as it was seen as an unnecessary 
expenditure,  which didn’t  bring any additional  benefit  to  the  player  using the  SMS 
option (Jegers & Wiberg, 2006).

It  is  important,  that  the  physical  and  the  virtual  elements  of  the  game  both  feel 
meaningful. They need to work together so, that they enrichen the game experience by 
adding something to the game, which would not exist without either one left out. If the 
connection between virtual  and physical  elements  feels  unnecessary the players  will 
soon abandon them.(Jegers & Wiberg, 2006)

Social  expansion is  an  important  aspect  of  pervasive  gaming.  In  the  SuperFly  case 
Jegers and Wiberg noticed, that the players were mostly socially interactive between 
groups already established outside the game. People, who were friends, or knew each 
other before hand, were more likely to interact  between each other rather  than with 
strangers.  The  players  commented,  that  the  game  itself  was  lacking  social  features 
which would have made social interaction easier with strangers as well. As the way the 
social features were done in the game they did not encourage communication outside 
already set social circle (Jegers & Wiberg, 2006).

When using device related sensors to get the needed data, the data quality becomes an 
important question. For example GPS data can differ from device to device depending 
on what is the quality of chipsets used on the device and of the age of the device as well. 
On  a  game  Burgomaster  and  Pedro  the  designers  noticed,  that  the  GPS  location 
information the players got from their devices was inaccurate, which lead into situations 
where the players were given wrong information about the place they were currently on 
(Schmitz & Moniri, 2009).

Similar inaccuracies in GPS data was also noted during a game of Can You See Me 
Now?, where errors ranged from 4m to 10m. These inaccuracies varied according to 
nearby buildings, weather, time of day, etc. As the on location players (runners) soon 
became aware of this inaccuracy they started to exploit it, as the online players didn't 
know how any given  geography  was  effecting  on  the  data  they  received  from the 
runners GPS. This GPS inaccuracy exploit allowed the runners to effect on the balance 
of the game so, that they became more even matched with the online players, whom had 
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had the upper hand in the game on the previous day (Flintham, Anastasi, Benford et al. 
2003).

In the Superfly case Jegers and Wiberg found multiple questions that should be asked 
during the development of a pervasive game (Jegers & Wiberg, 2006).
1. Where do the players play the game?
2. In what situations the players enter the game?
3. Do the players prefer to play alone or do they play in a social context?
4. Learning curve and game related learning? Is the game too easy or too hard?
5. Do the possible costs create a barrier when long time play is considered?

One question not asked by Jegers and Wiberg, which I find important is, does the player 
need any additional equipment to play the game. If the game needs a very specific set of 
equipment, which is either expensive or otherwise difficult to acquire, in order to be 
played, the potential customer base can decrease significantly. Of course many current 
generation smartphones have a lot of the technology needed already. GPS, cameras and 
RFID scanner are such a common thing, that developers can use them in relative safety.  
There still is new technology that is not as common place however. For example smart  
glasses  (i.e.  Google  Glass7),  VR  headsets  (i.e.  Oculus  Rift8)  or  smartwatches  (i.e. 
Pebble9 and Galaxy Gear10) are still up and coming and still not widely adopted among 
consumers.

New generation game consoles, like Xbox One, Wii-U and PS4, can also potentially 
provide  new  possibilities  for  pervasive  games.  These  new  consoles  are  not  only 
connected  to  the  network,  but  they also provide  means  of controls  outside standard 
game pad controllers. In example Xbox One makes it possible to use motions or voice 
commands in both in game control and in the general non game related console use 
(Verge, 2013). These new controlling methods might not be mobile, but they do in their 
own right expand the magic circle of games Montola discusses in his research.

If the game progression is continuos, the access to the game needs to be provided by 
means of everyday technology currently available to the players. Providing the access 
through web or mobile  devices  can help in making the game blend in as a natural, 
everyday element  of the players  everyday context.  This  can happen for example by 
using GPS  to make the players aware of each others existence. Mobile devices also 
allow the players to enter the game on their own pleasure wherever they might be at any 
given time.  Where,  how long and how the  player  plays  or  enters  the  game should 
depend on the player  and the players own need of entertainment  (Jegers & Wiberg, 
2006).

In the end the design of the game depends on the requirements and goals of the game. 
One example is a meta-model for Instructive Pervasive Games (IPG), which is centered 
on the use of technology. An IPG game has to take account the contextual requirements 
of the game, such as how the game is distributed, how mobile the users are (computers, 

7 Google Glass is a wearable computer designed by Google. It is worn like eye glasses and 
used for example checking mail, taking pictures or recording video (Techradar, 2014)

8 Oculus Rift is a Virtual Reality head set designed to provide high resolution 3D virtual 
environments (Techradar2, 2014). 

9 Pebble is a smartwatch designed for Android and Apple iPhones (Gizmodo, 2014).
10 Samsung designed smartwatch for Samsung Android phones (Techradar3, 2014).
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networks etc.),  persistence of technology (what kind of technology is available) and 
what kind of media is used in the game. Pedagogy requirements need to acknowledge 
matters like teamwork collaboration, sharing content and design requirements handle 
the actual game scenarios, narratives and transitions from the game world to the real 
world (chen & Shih, 2012).

2.2   Types of pervasive games

While  location  based  gaming  is  among  the  most  commonly  described  as  pervasive 
gaming,  there  are  other  types  of  games  in  the  mix  as  well.  Integrated  Project  on 
Pervasive  Gaming,  an  EU  funded  research  project,  (IperG,  2008)  has  found  the 
following subgenres:

Treasure hunt. In this genre the players try to find either a location or a planted prize. 
These prizes are not usually valuable, but the reward of the game comes from the hunt 
and discovery itself. The playing space of such a treasure hunt can be unlimited, as the 
targets can be spread wherever the participants see fit to hide them.

Alternative reality games is a genre which aims to take everyday situations and add 
them into a larger narrative.

Pervasive larps. Larp stands for Live Action Roleplay. The players gather on location 
in  order  to  play  out  a  narrative  driven  game  where  each  players  plays  a  different 
character in the story.

Urban Adventure Games. This genre takes an actual location, mixes a story on it and 
then  the  players  try  to  solve  the  quest  or  a  puzzles  based  on  the  information  and 
knowledge they have or gain about the place during the game. These kinds of games can 
also be used in educational or instructional manner, if they are, for example, provided 
for tourists so, that they can use the game to gain more information about the place they 
are visiting.

Smart  Street  Sports are  games  usually  played  outside  in  urban settings  and often 
require both tactical thinking and physical exercise. The players can for  example move 
around  in  a  physical  space,  but  their  movements  is  monitored  via  GPS or  mobile 
devices. Or the game can be a combination of physical and virtual game play.

Massively Multiplayer Mobile Games. Just like its counterpart MMO games, MMMG 
require a lot of active players playing a game for an extended period of time.

Boxed Pervasive Games.  These games are shipped with tools,  that  can be used to 
stage, modify or create new games.

2.2.1   Game examples

In this section I will give examples of pervasive games. These games are dominantly 
location based games, as those are the kind of pervasive game research seems to have 
fixated upon. These games have been designed during the early 2000's and experiment a 
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lot with technology that was just about to become more easily available for consumers. 
This also in its own right might explain why they are mostly limited in such a manner as 
pervasive computing itself was slowly starting to find its way to peoples homes.

Smart phones with data connections, GPS, touch screens, big displays and cameras have 
begun to be more commonplace during the last 5 or so years. Tablets have begun to 
mine away the place of laptops very recently. And while both of these devices allow 
easier  methods  of  providing  augmented  reality  through  cameras,  more  convenient 
augmented reality devices like glasses for  example still await for their break through.

Google for example has brought their own version of augmented reality glasses, aptly 
named Google Glass,  to the market, but their price tag will most likely drive away most 
of the customers (Techradar, 2014).

Can you see me now?
Can You See Me Now? Is a mixed reality chase game, in which online players run 
through a virtual model of a city, chased by players, called runners, who try to catch 
them by running on real streets. The runners use handheld computers with WLAN and 
GPS (Benford, Magerkurth & Ljungstrand, 2005; Figure 3)

Virtual players move in the city with a fixed speed, can see the city from different views 
as well as the positions of the other players, including the runners. The runners see the 
position of the players from their mobile device and can also exchange messages with 
each other. Runners can also communicate with each other by using walkie talkies. This 
communication  is  broadcasted  to  virtual  players  as  well  (Benford,  Magerkurth  & 
Ljungstrand, 2005).

Human Pacman
Human Pacman  is  a  real  world version of  the  classic  Pacman game,  which utilises 
mobile devices, WLAN, motion tracking and ubiquitous computing. The game is played 
outdoors and the human players present the ghosts and Pacman from the original game. 
Wearable computers are used to provide virtual reality and enhance the gameplay with 
computer graphics. Virtual cookies are mixed together with real physical objects, thus 
creating seamless transitions between the real and virtual environments (Cheok, Goh, 
Liu et al. 2004). This augmented reality helps the players to move around and achieve 
their  own  in  game  objectives,  be  it  chasing  Pacman  as  a  ghost  or  being  Pacman, 
popping pellets and escaping from ghosts (Mixed Reality Lab, 2014; Figure 4).
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Figure 3: Runner from Can You See Me Now? (BlastTheory, 2014)

Figure 4: First person view of Human Pacman (Mixed Reality Lab, 2014)
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Supafly
Supafly (Figure 5) is a community based virtual soap opera. Players create their own 
characters  and  interact  with  each  other,  gaining  points  and  status  by  maintaining 
relationships. The game is mostly played through mobile phones via SMS messages, but 
there  also  is  an  additional  web  site,  through  which  the  players  can  manage  their 
characters and see their current game developments. Some game activities can also be 
done through the website (Jegers & Wiberg, 2006).

Main goal  of the game is  to  reach the highest  social  status,  “Supafly”.  Actions  the 
players takes generate “hype” and the action is shown as a news item on the games 
online magazine. The more sensational the action is, the higher level the “hype” is. This 
“hype” level is used to determine where in the magazine the news will be displayed. If 
the news is sensational enough it will be shown on the frontpage, which gives the most 
points to the players (Jegers & Wiberg, 2006).

figure 5: Supafly WWW-site (Stround, 2003)
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Burgomaster and Pedro
A treasure hunt game (Figure 6; Figure 7). The goal of the game is to gather more 
points  than  your  adversary.  This  is  done  by  fulfilling  missions  given  by  either 
Burgomaster or Pedro. The players begin the game by going into individual start point. 
They also have smartphones through which they receive their missions. The player can 
make a choice between two random missions related to either history or current events. 
Burgomaster offers historical missions where as Pedro handles current events, people 
and environment. (Schmitz & Moniri 2009)

Figures 6 and 7: Player tagging a gameobject with her phone (left), Game client 
showing the locations of the players and current status of the game (right) (Schmitz, 
Moniri 2009)

Smartphone shows the location of the mission object, the player and the competitors 
when the game starts. To hide from the competitors the players can hide themselves by 
moving  slower  than  a  given  speed  threshold.  When  an  object  is  collected  the 
competitors will see which player is carrying the object and can try to steal the virtual 
object by staying within 10 meters from the object holding player for several seconds. If 
the object is successfully stolen, the new owner gains invulnerability for 20 seconds. 
The objects  themselves  need to  be carried  to  specific  destinations  in  order  to score 
points. (Schmitz & Moniri 2009)
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3.      Pervasive games

Following chapters will go through a short history of digital pervasive gaming as well 
as  where  pervasive  games  are  today  and  where  they  are  heading.  Pervasive  game 
design, game elements and potential threats are also covered in the following chapters.

 

3.1   History of pervasive games

History of pervasive games in general is relatively long, despite that the digital side of it 
has only surfaced after computers begun to evolve so that they turned into something 
else than stationary mainframes. The roots for pervasive games can be found from such 
a simple roots as children's “make believe” games,  where the surroundings they are 
change into exotic locations of adventure rather than just remaining as simple living 
rooms or school yards (Montola, 2012).

This common ancestry has carried itself even to the names of festivals where people 
gather together to play pervasive games. For example Come out and Play festival aims 
to turn entire  cities into playgrounds for people to enjoy themselves  (Come out and 
Play, 2014). Another similar festival and event organisation is Hide & Seek (Hide & 
Seek, 2014). Childrens games are, however, more spontaneous than the games adults 
play (Montola, 2012).

Digital pervasive gaming begun in the early 2000's with games like BotFighters. While 
BotFighters was a commercial product, most of the early pervasive games were done in 
scientific  and  academic  fields  and  had  little  commercial  impact  (Lemos,  2011). 
BotFighters  was a  location  based game,  played  by using  cellphones  and SMS. The 
players were matched according to location in the game server, then each of them chose 
a robot to fight with and the battle begun. Each move cost money to the players, as the 
moves were made by sending SMS (Wired, 2002)

3.2   Current state of pervasive games

The world is full of different kinds of games for different kinds of platforms. Thanks to 
the modern technology, it is very simple to load games on your tablet or mobile phone 
and play them when it is convenient for you. And then there are social services like 
Facebook, which aim to give their users more reasons to stay in the service by allowing 
social and casual11 games in their service so, that people can spend time with them and 
ideally also invite their own circle of friends to play them.

11 Casual games are games with low entry level. They are easy to learn, provide fast 
gameplay and provide quick rewards to the players (Kuittinen, Kultima, Niemelä & 
Paavilainen, 2007; Appendix A).
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According to Entertainment Software Association (ESA) 2013 statistics, in USA 43% 
of the gamers play games on their smartphone whereas 37% use a dedicated handheld 
system  and 30% use nonspecified wireless device. Of most often played mobile games 
35% are either casual or social games. On top of that 4% are MMO games. Of online 
games 19% of games are casual or social in nature and 62% of gamers play games with 
others, either in person or online. 77% of those who play with others do so at least an 
hour a week. 32% of all gamers play social or casual games (theesa, 2013).

The statistics paint very interesting, and changing picture for gaming in general. People 
are even more interested in taking games with them. On the go a lot  of people are 
playing  either  social  or  casual  games,  of  which  many  are  at  least  in  some  degree 
pervasive in nature, especially on social aspects.

Game designer and a video game columnist Tadhg Kelly argues that while the concept 
of pervasive gaming is still  interesting, the actual level of pervasiveness that current 
games provide is very thin, consisting of merely games reminding the players to return 
to the game or gamers asking their friends to play the game as well. The reason for the 
lack of more potent pervasive material he pins on that the technology has just begun to 
get there and that the developers haven't had real experience with the matter, as making 
different  kinds of devices  to communicate  has been difficult  in the past before real 
multiplatform game engines. A good, versatile engine can make supporting different 
platforms a bit  easier.  Though supporting multiple  platforms with different kinds of 
controlling methods (touch screen, mouse and keyboard, gamepad) can still be a huge 
challenge and can drive developers away. He also states, that game developers really 
should start thinking about more efficient ways of tackling the issues of pervasiveness, 
as pervasiveness is already here (Kelly, 2013).

eSports12 has brought a new level of social pervasiveness in the form of spectatorship to 
the video games, when a group of people play different kinds of games and stream their 
gameplay live through services like Twitch13. This enables the games to involve people 
who are not playing the game, but want to spectate the gameplay itself and also be part 
of a community (Ligman, 2013).

Juniper Research estimates that augmented reality games will make 1.2 billion dollars 
worth of revenue  by the year 2015. This estimation is based on that during 2013 40 % 
of augmented reality based downloads were games.  This development will be driven by 
apps used in smartphones and tablets, where as wearable augmented reality devices, like 
Google  Glass,  will  open  new  potential  for  developers.   As  an  estimation  Juniper 
presents a hefty number of 200 million augmented reality users by the year 2018 (Rose, 
2014). Survey done at Trondheim university does however suggest that people could 
prefer  simpler  pervasive  game  types  over  augmented  reality  games,  as  when  test 
subjects  were  questioned  after  playing  different  types  of  pervasive  games,  the 
augmented reality game got the most negative reception  (Wang, Guo, Zhu, Akselsen & 
Kristiansen, 2010).

Since the success of Nintendo's Wii console, which was introduced in 2006, motion and 
gesture  controls  has  been taking  root  in  other  consumer  electronic  devices  as  well. 
Microsoft  introduced  its  own  Kinect  system  with  Xbox  360  whereas  other 

12 eSport events are global or local game events, where people play competetively games 
from different genres (SEUL, 2014; Appendix A).

13 Twitch.tv is a live video streaming service aimed towards video games and e-sports (Twitch, 
2014).
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manufacturers  have  introduced  similar  controls  in  other  devices  like  smartphones, 
tablets,  televisions  and  laptops.  The  difference  between  motion  and  gesture  based 
control is, that gesture controls do not need a separate controller for the user, as the 
gestures can be tracked with a camera when the user is performing a gesture with a hand 
for  example (Travel & Leisure, 2013).

3.3   Pervasive elements in games

Currently pervasive games are often seen as location aware applications, which can be 
played on handheld devices outdoors, either by using specifically constructed devices or 
on  the  shelf  devices  like  tablets  or  phones.  Pervasiveness  can  also  offer  good 
possibilities on social interaction by making cooperation or competitiveness easier in 
the  game.  MMO  games  use  chat  rooms  forums  and  other  means  of  moderated 
communication  to  help  social  pervasiveness,  but  text  based  chat  often  lacks  the 
subtleness of face to face communication (Soute, Markopoulos & Magiele, 2009).

Mobile devices allow the use of  contextual information, such as location data, to be 
used  directly  in  the  game.  This  information  can  be  used  to  enhance  the  game 
experience, be it in the form of increased interactivity or offering the players different 
kinds of goals depending on what kind of a device is currently in use or where the game 
is played (Trinta, Pedrosa, Ferraz & Ramalho, 2007). Contextual information can be 
used, for example, to aid educational games in bringing appropriate information to the 
students  depending  on  their  location  or  their  current  task   (Soute,  Markopoulos  & 
Magiele, 2009). Pervasive elements in educational games can also offer an additional 
motivation for the students towards the subject matter (Köhlmann, Zender & Lucke, 
2012).

Social interaction can be encouraged by using already existing social networks which 
the players are using daily. For example Facebook and Twitter both allow applications 
to use the user information, thus enabling direct messaging from the game to the social 
feed of the player. Interaction between players can also be motivated with collectables 
and tradable items (Köhlmann, Zender & Lucke, 2012). Providing means to cooperate 
and communicate within the game is also a good thing, as according to some studies 
they are features which the players prefer over competitive or collaborative learning 
(Wang, Guo, Zhu, Akselsen & Kristiansen, 2010).

As augmented reality offers a good method of adding virtual items in a real world it is 
something many pervasive games are experimenting with it. The games that use it do so 
in minimalistic way, such as placing GPS coordinates on real maps (Montola, 2011). 
Augmented reality needs a separate devices if the player wants to use it, so that can be a 
limiting factor on what kind of games people can play as well. These devices can be 
wearable computers, phones or VR glasses (Cheok, Goh, Liu et al. 2004).

Motion controls made a breakthrough to common gamers after Nintendo's Wii console 
came to market. After Wii proved to be succesful the other game consoles got their own 
motion controller systems. This trend has continued to the new generation of consoles 
and all new main systems, Sony's Playstation 4 (Verge2, 2013 ), Microsoft's Xbox One 
(Verge, 2013) and Nintendo's Wii U (Pierce, 2012), have the capability to use motion 
controls as well as some degree of augmented reality with the use of camera systems 
(Travel & Leisure, 2013).
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3.4   Pervasive game design

Every feature in a game should serve a purpose. This applies to every in game feature,  
pervasive or non pervasive alike. Pervasive elements can, for  example, help to enforce 
the game rules or help in providing new experiences to the player. Pervasive elements 
can help the player  to communicate  better  or just enable players  to play with wider 
range of people than it would be possible without pervasiveness.  For the gamers the 
elements should also feel essential, as if they do  the players are more likely to enjoy 
and use those features rather than just ignore them altogether. (Soute, Markopoulos & 
Magiele, 2009).

Increasingly  massive  games  are  also  placing  challenges  to  the  game  development. 
Depending from the amount  of players,  their  location,  devices  and amounts  of  data 
needed, the need for game support resources, such as servers, can be heavy. This creates 
a need for a stable infrastructure, which allows gamers to play without loss of data or 
cuts in service. Players can jump in and out from the game without a warning, so the 
stress towards the system can be massive.  For example if the game is dependant on 
constant internet connection it has to be taken in account that a mobile player can enter 
into a  the game from a location, where the constant connection is not always possible. 
Network links and the devices used by the player can also cause connectivity issues 
(Wietrzyk & Radenkovic, 2007).

Heterogenous14 nature of pervasive devices is an important factor to note. People can 
use devices ranging from computers to smartphones and tablets, so this should be taken 
account in the initial design of the game. A certain degree of platform independency is 
possible, but at the same time if the game uses additional functionality or peripheral 
devices  not common to all  the devices limitations  to the user device base is  natural 
conclusion (Köhlmann, Zender & Lucke, 2012).

Walther (2005) defines a 4 axis framework for the design of pervasive games, which 
are:

1. Distribution, which refers to the devices and networks used to distribute the game 
information and data.

2. Mobility, which refers to the challenge of mobility of the devices, users and networks.

3. Persistence, which refers to the constant availability.

4. Transmediality, which refers to the multiple media types and sources that can be used 
    through the devices and the networks.

Additionally  Walther  (2005)   also  defines  three  key  units  for  pervasive  games
1. Rules. Games are based on rules, which define what can and can't be done in the
     realm of the game

14 Smartphones and other devices use a wide range of different kinds of chipsets, processors 
and displays depending on the manufacturer. This makes it challenging, if not impossible, to 
test a game in all the possible system configurations.
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2. Game entities. Entities can be in game inventory objects, other players or characters
     in game or simple text messages.

 3. Game mechanics are the way player actions are inputted to the game and how the 
      game outputs the results to the player.

3.5   Threats in pervasive games

As pervasive games are connected to the net and share not only game related data, but 
in some cases user specific  data,  such as user location  or device information,  some 
privacy concerns do rise up. On some studies the players have expressed concern about 
the privacy of their data  (Wang, Guo, Zhu, Akselsen & Kristiansen, 2010).  

As pervasive games often are played with an online component in order to provide data 
or  user  information  to  the  players,  or  between  players,  privacy  matters  can  be  an 
important part of the game design, but also provide new threat elements. If a game does 
need to share user information it can be important to limit what kind of information is 
provided, i.e. by omitting information directly related to user identity (Linner, Kirsch, 
Radusch & Steglich, 2005). Another concern with user data also is the question of who 
or what entity governs the data as well as how long the data is preserved.

One extra component, which requires some additional thought from the game designers 
revolves around the safety and wellbeing of the players. In the case of pervasive games, 
that take place in an actual, real world environment where player actions could be either 
potentially illegal or take them into harms way, this is a serious risk to consider.  The 
game orchestrator, who also is assuming the responsibility of the safety of the players, 
has to have means to not only monitor the players, but also means to intervene in their 
actions, as there is always certain amount of uncertainty in large scale games (Benford, 
Magerkurth & Ljungstrand, 2005).

Some threats in pervasive games  are similar  to potential  threats  in  every game that 
gathers  a  lot  of  data  from its  players.  Some  aspect  are,  however,  more  unique  to 
pervasive  games.  The  possibility  to  cause  harm  to  not  only  to  the  players,  but 
surroundings or other peoples property is a note worthy risk for anyone planning to 
create a pervasive game that takes players outside virtual reality. While the players do 
share some of the responsibility the game orchestrator is also responsible from ensuring 
that the game is played according to rules and in a fashion where no harm is caused for 
the players or other people.  
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4.      Research method and material

Research method for this thesis is a literary analysis based on existing studies, articles 
and  web sources.  These  sources   include  web  columns  and  articles  and  other  data 
available from associations like Entertainment Software association. 

4.1   Research method

The core of this study is a qualitative literature based review about pervasive gaming. 
This review forms a picture of what pervasive games have been in the past, what they 
are now and tries to form a picture of what pervasive games might be in the future. The 
results gained from the literature review are interpreted in a speculative manner and are 
no means meant to be taken as definitive truth about the matter. All they aim to do is to 
provide deeper insight of the subject matter as well as better understatement about 
pervasive gaming as well as what might be the future of it. The data gathered from this 
research is presented as text rather than statistics and numbers (Qualitative or 
Quantitative?, 2014).

Additional  information  about  pervasive  gaming  and  pervasive  technology  has  been 
gathered from web sites about pervasive games, news articles as well as reviews of new 
consumer devices.

Before  this  project  some amount  of  base  research  was  done when I  took part  in  a 
pervasive game project. From that game project I gathered basic information, which I 
started to expand in order to get more well rounded image of the field.  It was clear,  
however, that many of the studies have not yet fully managed to research the effects of 
the newest generations of consumer electronics, such as game consoles with pervasive 
features. There is also new potential in the world of augmented and virtual reality, as 
companies like Sony, Facebook and Google have shown renewed interest towards the 
technology.

Based on the literature review and the potential shown by the new technology certain 
amount of conclusions have been made which may or may not be accurate.  In the end 
the most  interesting result  of this  research are the new potential  research questions, 
which  could  provide  a  good  starting  point  for  more  in  depth  research  about  how 
pervasive  elements  effect  in  the  longevity  of  a  game  or  how  a  pervasive  gaming 
environment effects gaming and the players. 

4.2   Research material

Research material used in this thesis consists of research papers written about pervasive 
gaming and games. Also several web sites have been used as sources considering the 
games and current technological aspects of current devices themselves, given the nature 
of the topic and the fast evolution space of devices. Online news sources have also 
provided a good amount of information about where pervasive gaming is heading in the 
games industry. Many of the studies use mobile and location based games as research 
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material. This increases the speculative nature of the results, as for  example game 
consoles with pervasive technology are not yet that widely used in research.

No new experiments or surveys were conducted during the research. When any 
statistical analysis is made in the thesis it is based upon material gathered by a third 
party operators. This information is is as well gathered from released papers or articles 
and should be taken with certain amount of caution.
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5.      Results

There are no strict rules in the making of a pervasive game. It can be of any genre or use 
any kind of technology the designer sees fit. The designer can even omit the use of any 
specific technology at all. The game can also use specific technology made specifically 
for the game, but that can be a limiting factor for the player adaptation of the game.

The  use  of  pervasive  elements  can  become  easier  and  more  convenient  when  the 
technology evolves further.  The current generation of cellphones and tablets  already 
provides a good platform for pervasive games, as the designers can take an advantage of 
technology like GPS or cameras which have become a standard feature in many models. 
New generations of game consoles are also bringing in more pervasive technology, like 
cameras, voice controls and motion controllers, which may provide a good method of 
bringing pervasive games to the living rooms. With the advancement of technology the 
pervasive  elements  will  seep  further  into  the  mainstream  games,  especially  if 
technologies like virtual glasses manage to push through to the common consumers.

Out of all the pervasive elements social extensions is the most commonly used thanks to 
wide spread of social network games, which make extending the game in social manner 
much simpler.  Consulting research is giving estimations, that augmented reality games 
will be the next in the line in the coming years, as the development for virtual glasses 
technology has taken leaps forward in the form of systems like Oculus Rift or Google 
designed Google Glass project.

Game consoles are also turning into more pervasive, as the new generations of consoles 
are equipped with motion control devices as well as capability to use voice commands 
as well as augmented reality by the help of  camera based control mechanics. This all 
means,  that the player  doesn't  have to go outside in order to play pervasive games. 
Social  interaction  has  become relatively  easy  with  the  help  of  social  networks  and 
cellphones,  which can be used much more versatile  communication today than they 
were capable of in the 1990's.

A theory of a magic circle  is often used when games are discussed.  A game exists 
within its own domain, a magic circle. When this domain is broken or expanded, the 
game turns into pervasive game. Sometimes games can use pervasive elements, such as 
the DLC salesman in the game Dragon Age: Origins (Figure 2),  without the designers 
realizing  that  they  are  such.  As  pervasiveness  is  still  relatively  new phenomena  in 
games, designers might not even be fully aware of how these elements should or could 
be used in a game so, that they would actually help the game play. Players should gain 
something from the use of pervasive elements. if the players do not see a benefit from 
using a feature it is most likely left unused. It is also important to balance the use of 
different elements so, that there is no feeling of unfair advantage.
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6.      Discussion

Pervasive gaming is a vast area. It holds up many different kinds of possibilities for 
game developers, especially now, when pervasive and ubiquitous computing has started 
to root deeper in our current society with thanks to ever more powerful and versatile 
cellphones,  tablets,  laptops  and all  other kinds of devices,  which were not yet  fully 
realized in the early era of computers. Today it is a trend for all entertainment devices to 
be linked in the internet which in turn makes some of them at least in some degree 
pervasive devices as well. Game consoles have begun to rebel against being just boxes 
aimed  to  do  one  thing  and  have  started  to  take  steps  towards  being  wholesome 
entertainment  devices,  which can  also be controlled  via  more  pervasive ways,  like 
motion or speech. Consoles can also be used to play augmented reality games as well as 
to connect socially with friends. This all  is turning previously isolated device into a 
piece of more pervasive orientation despite it still might be cumbersome to go to a bus 
ride with one.

This evolution of technology also makes playing pervasive games a lot easier, as when 
you previously needed several devices to connect into a game world, you can now use a 
single device. Any modern smartphone has functionalities which were before reserved 
for dedicated devices, like GPS maps or cameras. This combined to high speed mobile 
data connections and large, touchscreen displays can make taking part in a game much 
easier and less cumbersome task.

Pervasive elements  have gradually managed to ease their  way in games even if  the 
makers of those games have meant it or not. The social connectivity boom of modern 
computer  use has made social  gaming as common as mobile  gaming is.  This social 
connectivity makes it easy for people to share their games even with those people, who 
would not normally be subjected to that kind of information. Pervasiveness is important 
for social gaming, as many social games are free to play, so they need constant flow of 
new players and social connectivity from friends to friends or acquaintances is a good 
way of trying to recruit more.

Many mobile games also share this social connectivity as well, as the player can easily 
play  the  game  whenever  and  wherever  there  is  time  for  it.  Gaming  today  is  not 
something that needs to be planned beforehand, it is something that can be done when 
there is nothing else to do for example when waiting for a bus or when you are sitting in 
a train. Social connectivity also makes it simple to be connected to even on those game 
worlds  you  can't  really  play with  the  device  you  are  currently  using.  You can,  for 
example,  be  connected  24/7  on  your  World  of  Warcraft  clan,  planning  your  future 
online gaming sessions, or just purchasing equipment for you character. This new level 
of pervasive and social  interaction also means,  that  people are now more willing to 
accept those kinds of  game elements. Game designers can now try to provide new types 
of experiences and possibilities which were not doable before.

In the beginning of the 2000's the line between pervasive and non pervasive games was 
much simpler. Rapid evolution of technology is however blurring this line constantly, as 
new forms of pervasive technology are turning more common each year. Games, and 
perhaps  even  the  lives  of  people,  are  changing  towards  more  and  more  pervasive. 
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Connectivity is seen as  an important aspect of current social norm, as well is being able 
to use information services on the go. People carry devices, which do not only work as 
GPS devices but can also be used to augment reality or just to make the users life as 
visible as the users chooses. Even non-portable devices have begun to expand outside 
their original sphere of purpose. Furthermore current generation of tablets can already 
run games, which previously have needed either a console, a desktop PC or a high end 
laptop.  This  also  provides  a  possibility  to  actually  start  taking your  favorite  games 
outside their normal domain. Thanks to this people are not tied to one location when 
they are playing the same way they used to be. The big question here is, do people 
actually want to be that mobile with entertainment?

This new level of pervasiveness does bring up very interesting questions and a load of 
possible threats. The big questions are not only about who is responsible of gamers 
actions during a pervasive game round, but also what kind of data is collected during the 
game.  If  a  game  is,  for  example,  using  non-game  participant  Bluetooth  or  WLAN 
device data to construct in game virtual objects, what kind of data is recorded from 
those devices? Who keeps that data and what is done with that data? Is it destroyed or  
kept? What if that data contains personal information? These questions are interesting 
especially because laws keep running behind the fast paced development cycle of new 
technology.

With the technology becoming more and more pervasive it can be easier for the game 
designer  to  start  creating  fully  virtual  pervasive  games,  which  limit  the  outdoors 
gaming.  This  can  potentially  help  in  decreasing  some  of  the  possible  issues  that 
pervasive  games  have,  especially  those  concerning  the  safety  or  the  health  of  the 
players.

The Magic Circle, the original domain of the game, was far clearer in the 1990's. Now 
the boundaries of that circle are in a constant flux. Pervasiveness for a game today is so 
easy,  that  a  designer  can  place  elements  of  it  in  a  game  even without  knowing it. 
Temporal, spatial and social expansion of entertainment are so easy to achieve, that the 
lines might just as well not exist anymore, as pervasive technology has turned breaking 
them a relatively mundane task.

As the technology and the current society has evolved more pervasive it can be asked if  
the  magic  circle  even exists  anymore.  Playing  games  is  so  common that  for  many 
people it has became an activity undertaken every day. While people play they also can 
do other things, like watch TV or chat with friends, so gaming itself has blended in as 
one aspect of everyday life.
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7.      Conclusions

Conclusions of the the research as well as the limitations of it are covered within this chapter. 
This  part  will  cover  the  longer  answer  to  the  research  questions  and  summarizes  the  
contributions  to  the  theory and to  the  practice  about  pervasive gaming.  Also new potential 
research questions are presented at the end for future research.

7.1   Limitations of research

As this research is based on literature and already existing research material it doesn't 
provide  anything  new  via  new  experimental  studies  or  research.  No  gamers  were 
harmed,  so  to  say.  All  the  references  towards  new consumer  electronics,  like  new 
gaming consoles, and their pervasive capabilities are strongly hypothetical, as while the 
new console generation has entered to the market during the writing of this paper, it is 
still relatively new generation and not all of the possibilities it provides are yet realized 
or even found.

However,  the  previous  generation  of  consoles  did  already  have  some  controlling 
mechanics in it which provided some insight of that there is a market for more pervasive 
gaming experiences, be them simple sports games or even a bit larger games, played 
with  a  group  of  people  around  Nintendo  Wii's  motion  controls  or  in  the  front  of 
Microsoft Kinect.

Pervasive gaming studies very often focus on mobile technology and how it can effect 
on pervasiveness, when at the same time there has been more notable shift happening in 
a living room. Mobile devices, while definitely very powerful, have not yet taken the 
place of consoles away from the entertainment hungry audiences. Mobile gaming as 
such has grown, and more and more games are released to different mobile platforms 
each year, but still the bulk of the gamers spend their time in the front of their TV's and 
gaming consoles  and computers.  And those machines  are  where pervasive elements 
have gradually infiltrated themselves, altering the peoples concepts of how games can 
be controlled and played or how far a game can reach from its surroundings.

7.2   Answers to research questions

1. What are pervasive games?

A simple answer to the question what pervasive games are is, that a game breaking or 
expanding  its  “magic  circle”  is  pervasive.  The  means  to  achieve  this  breaking  or 
expanding can use technology or it can be fully void of any technological aspects.  A 
pervasive game can also be of any type or genre. It can be something as simple as 
playing hide and seek outside or something a bit more complex like augmented reality 
version of Pacman, where people run around chasing virtual ghosts, eating virtual pills 
while looking at the game environment through virtual glasses.
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Digital pervasive games played today are mostly socially expansive, as social expansion 
is probably the easiest to achieve. Big social networks, such as Facebook, provide a 
platform for games, which rely heavily on players recruiting their friends to play and 
this is done by posting messages on the players behalf on their social message stream. 
Also MMO games rely heavily on social  interaction between the players in order to 
deepen players connectivity to the game and the community.

Interesting  question  considering  the  future  of  pervasive  games  is  the  evolution  of 
technology  in  more  pervasive  direction.  This  could  potentially  make  all  games 
pervasive, as there would be no need for the game to be pervasive itself in order for the 
player  to  be  able  to  play  it  in  a  pervasive  fashion.  Modern  game  platforms  offer 
possibilities to be constantly connected to the internet. Game consoles have turned from 
being isolated machines into multipurpose machines, which can be used not only for 
entertainment, but for communication as well. This kind of constant connectivity allows 
people to share not only what they are doing, but also makes it possible to show what 
they are doing.  

Mobile games are also interesting, as modern cellphones and tablets allow people to 
play games with devices capable of constant communication. Many mobile games use 
social networks in order to allow people share their game achievements to the world and 
their friends.
 

2. What are the pervasive elements that can be used and what elements are used in  
games in general. How and when pervasive elements should be used?

There are no strict rules in defining a pervasive game, but there are different kinds of 
categories of pervasive expansion, which can be used to define games as pervasive. 
Different  kinds  of  games  may  fit  in  some  or  all  the  categories  of  pervasive  game 
elements, but the type of game play, control methods or devices used to make or play 
the game are free for the creators of the game to define. The games themselves can be 
constructed  to  use  pre-existing  technology  or  they  can  even  be  based  on  custom 
technology created specifically for the game itself.

Pervasive  expansions  in  games  can  be  divided  into  spatial,  temporal  and  social 
categories.  Socially  expanded  games  can  simply  mean  games,  which  offer  the 
possibility to interact with other people within the game or even with people who are 
not a part of the game. Good examples would be a typical MMO game, where the social 
interaction happens constantly between the players  who are a part  of the game or a 
typical social media game, i.e. a game in Facebook, where the actions of a player can be 
forwarded into the players social media stream, thus socially engaging people who are 
not necessarily playing the game,  but  who are following the message  stream of the 
player.

Spatial extensions refers to the possibility to play the game on a location, that is not 
restricted by size. A game can take place all over the world at the same time or it can 
happen on a location that is not normally conceived as a game arena.  In example a 
simple flash mob, a group of dancers, who start to dance in the middle of a convenience 
store can  be seen as  pervasive  performers.  People  who play Geocaching can try to 
locate targets that are placed all over the world, hidden by the other players.
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Temporal expansion can mean that the time when a game takes place is not clearly 
defined. A player can play a game for example when he is going to work by having the 
game application running on a cellphone. Players can also be in the game without their 
own knowledge, or active participation, as the game continues regardless of if all the 
players are actively playing it when the game session is happening.

Perhaps the most used element in modern games is the social expansion thanks to the 
rise of social media and games played through the different portals or games that use 
different  social  media  portals  to  communicate  players  actions  to  the  social  stream. 
Social  and mobile  games can also send their  own notifications  to  the player  or the 
players  friends in order to generate  more playtime  from existing players  who might 
have forgotten to play the game or just to recruit new players among the friends of the 
player.

After mobile devices have become more common, and the functionalities they posses 
more complex, the use of systems like GPS is easier than ever. These mobile devices 
can also be used to bring augmented reality to the fingertips of the players.  Mobile 
revolution has also made possible for people to play increasingly complex games on the 
run. When the devices become more efficient by the generation, the games can use not 
only increasingly higher resolutions of graphics, but also rely even more on constant 
internet connections.

Using  pervasive  elements  in  games  depends  greatly  on  what  kind  of  a  game  is  in 
question. There is no “one size fits for all” answer for it. Designers of the game should 
have some knowledge about what kind of players and device base the game is aimed 
for, so knowing that, combined with the goals of the game, can also provide an answer 
to the question when and how pervasive elements should be used. 

Just  like every game feature,  the pervasive elements  should serve a purpose for the 
player. A feature, that doesn't bring anything to the game or doesn't benefit the player 
will most likely be left unused. Another question is will the feature used bring unfair 
advantage to players, especially if the game in question can be played through different 
kinds of devices and platforms. 

Pervasive elements can be used to enhance the game or they can be simply used to 
enforce the game rules or aid people to learn more through educational games. Just like 
every feature, pervasive elements should be used only if the game benefits from them.  

3.  What can be achieved by using pervasive elements. How they affect the actual game  
play, what is the benefit of using such elements and how they should be designed and  
eventually implemented.

Pervasive elements can bring better immersion to the game world or they can be used to 
enhance real life situations for  example in educational games. An educational game can 
use pervasive features to provide material based on the real time location of the player 
as well as provide feedback based on the location of rivaling players as well as their 
current progress in a game. Bringing in pervasive elements can also help in enforcing 
the game rules.

Real time communication between players is perhaps the one pervasive element that is 
most commonly used in most MMO games in which people can either chat by using 
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text  based  options  or  voice  chats.   Social  games  also  communicate  directly  to  the 
players  by sending out reminders to continue the game.  Or they try to recruit  more 
players by sending in messages to the social network stream of the player.

When designing pervasive elements it should be considered what kind of technology is 
needed to get the desired feature implemented.  Some elements,  like augmented and 
virtual  reality,  can  require  for  the  player  to  have  an  access  to  a  specific  set  of 
technology, like virtual glasses, where as  real time chat system can be created by using 
technologies that are widely available and used in everyday devices like smartphones or 
tablets.  If the required device is still expensive or difficult to acquire the games player 
base is automatically limited, if there is no alternative method to play the game.

Technological evolution is giving more and more possibilities to use pervasive elements 
in games, as common devices like phones, tablets or even game consoles have more 
pervasive  elements  by every new generation.  In  game consoles  this  development  is 
much slower, but even now the new generation of consoles has the possibility to use 
constant  internet  connection,  cameras,  motion  based  controls  and  even  augmented 
reality for more immersive game play experiences. Modern cellphones and tablets on 
the other hand, which have had cameras and GPS for a good while now, are made more 
powerful by the each year,  so they can also be used to provide a platform for more 
complex games, which go beyond the classic Snake game or Tetris.

Pervasive elements should also make sense in the context of the game and feel like 
useful  implementation rather than something that has just  been thrown there.  Social 
interaction in a game can turn into a spam engine, that frustrates the players or  their 
social network more than it helps the game, especially if the system is nothing more 
than an alarm clock that begs the player  to return to the game or tries to woo new 
players to the game.

Finding a good balance for pervasive elements is very much a game dependant matter. 
Some games, like location based or MMO games, gain some of the aspects much more 
naturally  when  it  comes  to  social  or  spatial  pervasiveness.  Temporal  pervasiveness 
might be a bit trickier to implement, especially if the game is narrative driven, as that 
might lead into a situation where the player might miss relevant  information, Though in 
certain types of games it could work very well, especially if the type of game play does 
not require constant player supervision.

From the players perspective an important question is, if the use of a pervasive element 
brings something crucial to the game or does it exist only for the sake of it. If the player 
doesn’t gain anything from using the pervasive element or finds the use of it too tasking 
against the possible gain of using it, then the element will most likely be left unused. 
Also if some function can be done in multiple methods, i.e. by using  pervasive controls 
vs. regular gamepad, it should be looked if the player  using control doesn’t gain an 
unfair advantage over the player using the other method. This by itself might make it 
difficult to balance the game between different kinds of control methods, especially in a 
multiplatform MMO game.

In a sense designing a pervasive game is not that different from designing any other 
kind of  a  game.  Just  like  in  any game,  pervasive  games  have  rules,  objectives  and 
mechanics used to play them. The biggest differences in pervasive gaming comes from 
that they try to reach further and expand beyond what games generally are seen as. Be 
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this done with a help of technology or by organizing a pervasive game event on a real 
location is entirely up to the game designers. 

4. Privacy concerns other threats in pervasive games

Pervasive games can gather a lot of data about users and even from other devices that 
are located in the game area. The game can for example use WI-FI stations or non-
gamers Bluetooth devices to navigate the game environment or generate game related 
data from the gathered information. This is one particular hot button issue, which is 
often discussed, as people can see that kind of activity as invasion of privacy.

Another issue rises from the possibility of the game to save the gathered information as 
well  as  what  kind  of  information,  i.e.  location  data  or  device  ID  information,  is 
gathered.  This  kind  of  data  and the use  of  it,  especially  if  it's  related  to  non-game 
devices, can rise possible moral as well as legal issues.  

Pervasive games can be played in real life environments, which is something that can 
cause  issues  beyond  technical  limitations.  As  the  players  move  in  real  traffic,  or 
rummage  old buildings  for  treasures,  there  is  a  danger  of  real  accidents  to  happen. 
Therefore it is important that the game orchestrator has the means to not only monitor 
the game, but to call in help as well or just to give input to the players through the game 
that what the players are doing is not part of the game or can potentially be illegal to do.

The potential issues in pervasive gaming, especially when the game takes place outside, 
mixing  real  environments  with  virtual  reality,  can  rise  above  the  potential  issue  of 
private information slipping in wrong hands. While the players themselves need to have 
a clear grasp of the things they are doing and responsibility of their own actions, the 
game creators also are responsible in making sure, that no real harm happens to the 
players and if something seems to go wrong they have the means to inform the players  
and call them off.

Privacy issues are not unique to pervasive games. In general it is a more wider issue that 
has been present in our modern widely computerized and networked world for a good 
while now. Privacy concerns are something many internet users confront daily basis 
when a new service, be it a game platform or just another web page user registration, 
asks their information. The potential threats and damages towards player wellbeing or 
private  property  during  on   location  based  pervasive  games  are  more  unique  to 
pervasive games, but not necessarily something new as a whole, as thousands of non-
game related live events are held every year with similar potential risks.

Designing  a  safe  pervasive  game  takes  effort  from  the  designer  and  the  game 
orchestrator,  but  is  not  an insurmountable  task.  Especially  in  the case of live game 
events it can take time to plan the event correctly so that it is fun and safe for everyone 
to attend.   
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7.3   Contributions to theory

Pervasive games are much more than just games you play on location with the use of a 
GPS. While on location games are a big part of of the genre, there is also the rapid 
evolution of technology which is bringing pervasiveness more and more as a part of 
daily  life.   As  such  the  idea  of  pervasive  and  non  pervasive  games  is  slowly 
disappearing, as life itself is becoming more pervasive thanks to all the new gadgets and 
devices.

Ideally the questions of pervasiveness should be woven as a part of any modern game 
design, as it is something that is very difficult to escape. I would even go as far as to 
claim, that it is far harder to design a game today that is not pervasive in some degree. 
The question just is, what kind of pervasiveness it is the game has.

Social interaction is perhaps the most prominent pervasive element in any game today, 
as in the modern world social interaction is much more than just going outside to see 
people. Modern pervasive or ubiquitous technology has turned social sharing so easy, 
that people can do it even if they are not aware that they are sharing for example their 
lunch location   via  some mobile  application.  Similar  things  are  happening in  game 
platforms like Steam15, where social sharing is integrated to the Steam platform itself, as 
other people can see what games their friends are playing, how long they have played 
them or what kind of achievements they have received during a game.

One important aspect about pervasive elements is, what do the players gain from them, 
especially if the game is designed to be pervasive. Are the elements just additional ways 
of doing things? Do they cost money or do they need specific technology to work? Does 
the use of some element give advantage the players?  

7.4   Contributions to practice

Hopefully this research will shed some light on the subject matter of pervasive gaming 
and how it could be used. In general one thing to note is the technology and the possible 
limitations is might bring, but at the same time it should be noted that the technology in 
question is coming forward very quickly. From the designer perspective it is safer to use 
technology that is already in the hands of the consumers,  but at the same time it is 
important to keep eyes open and see if the technology in development could bring new 
possibilities.

Technology  and  its  rapid  development  is  a  key  matter  in  the  player  adoption  of 
pervasive games. The more complex and easier to obtain the technology becomes, the 
better  changes  there  are  that  people  will  start  trying  pervasive  games.  This  is  one 
important aspect that the developers should be considering besides how meaningful the 
functions they design are.

Developers should also take note of the safety and legal issues revolving around the 
game ventures they are proposing. It is easy to forget that a game taking place in a 

15 Steam is a digital game distribution, multiplayer and social community platform designed by 
Valve Corporation. 
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public arena can require permits or that the players can place themselves in risk when 
accomplishing some game related tasks.  How these questions are handled can be very 
important.

7.5   Future research topics

For future research topic the use of pervasive methods in educational gaming looks to 
be an interesting one. With the help of pervasive technology educational environments 
and situations can be enhanced beyond common lectures, as the students could use their 
devices  to  augment  the  environment  they  are  in  or  just  simply  access  the  desired 
material the way they see fit. This doesn't mean that educational situations should be 
gamified, but that the full extent of the possibilities provided by modern devices could 
be taken a bigger advantage of rather than just using tablets as e-book readers.

Pervasive  elements  and  their  effect  on  game  longevity  is  another  interesting  topic. 
Modern MMO games do not need only a large amount of players, but also players who 
are  loyal  to  the  game  and  who  are  willing  to  pay  in  order  to  play  the  game,  not 
necessarily monthly payments, but microtransactions16 or in-app purchases. The use of 
pervasive elements, social elements in general, could be one of the aspects that could be 
used  to  help  the  people  commit  in  games  further.  Also  the  addition  of  pervasive 
technology, like virtual reality glasses or helmets for example, could be used to immerse 
the players to the game.

As the technology goes further and becomes more common another topic for research 
could be the pervasiveness of the gaming environment or the gaming platforms. Modern 
game consoles can for example enable the player to life feed the game footage of the 
currently played game to the network for other people to spectate. At the same time 
these consoles have turned from static  boxes attached to the  TV into entertainment 
centers you can plug all your devices into and control them with the console. Some of 
the consoles can even be controlled by using motion or voice commands. The social 
pervasiveness is ever more present in the world of modern gaming despite the game 
itself might be seemingly single player game with no need for actual social connectivity 
thanks to current game platform generation.

As an area of research pervasive gaming is a large one. It doesn't only contain games 
played outdoors, like LARPS or Human Pacman, but it also has new dimensions thanks 
to  the  rapid  development  of  new  consumer  electronics,  which  makes  the  use  of 
pervasive elements easier than ever before.  And from the looks of it  some of those 
elements are something people are willing to embrace.  

16 Microtransactions and in-app purchases are small sized payments that a player can make in 
the game in order to get small, game related virtual items (Jenkins, 2014).
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Appendix A. Definition of terms

Augmented reality

Augmented  reality  is  a  way  of  providing  virtual  information  to  the  real  world 
environments.  This  can  be  done  with  devices  capable  of  displaying  real  time 
information,  aligning  real  and  virtual  objects  together  as  well  as  combining  virtual 
objects to real life environment (Azuma, Baillot, Behringer, Feiner, Julier & MacIntyre, 
2001).

Augmented information can be brought to the real environments in several ways. The 
information  can  be  displayed  on a  head worn display (HWD),  handheld  display  or 
projected  display.  HWD  systems  are  worn  like  eyeglasses  and  the  information  is 
provided directly to the users eyes as an overlay to the view the user sees. Handheld 
displays  are devices with cameras,  which can be used to bring augmentation  to  the 
scene  seen  through  the  camera.  In  the  projection  system the  virtual  information  is 
projected directly on the objects i.e. with a  projector mounted into a room. No special 
eyewear is needed to see the augmented information.  It is also possible to use head 
mounted projectors (Azuma, Baillot, Behringer et al, 2001).

Casual game

There is no clear definition for the term “casual game”, but usually it means games with 
low learning curve, fast paced gameplay and quick rewards that are gained during short 
playing periods at  a time.  These characteristics are game relative and not all  casual 
games share similar approach to gameplay, game style or control mechanics (Kuittinen, 
Kultima, Niemelä & Paavilainen, 2007).

When  casual  games  are  discussed  people  often  draw  other  meanings  to  the  word 
“casual” as well.  For some the term refers to attitude towards games in general, for 
some  it  means  a  type  of  people  playing  the  games,  i.e.  casual  gamer  (Kuittinen, 
Kultima, Niemelä & Paavilainen, 2007).

In the context of this thesis term “casual game” refers to games with low learning curve.

eSports

eSport is a form of sports utilizing IT. Most commonly eSport games are entertainment 
games played on computers or consoles . The most often played genres are real time 
strategy  games  (RTS),  first  person  shooters  (FPS)  and  massive  online  battle  arena 
games (MOBA) (SEUL, 2014).

Modern  form of  eSport  is  seen  to  have  started   either  in  1993  when  id  Software 
published Doom or in 1996 when id Software published Quake. At the end of the 1990's 
the first global eSports events were organized (SEUL, 2014). 
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Game 

Games are systems governed by rules. These rules define the outcome of a game and 
player tries to achieve a goal in the bounds of those rules. The most common purpose of 
games is to gain entertainment, enjoyment or excitement, but some games may drive 
learning, pleasure or artistic expression (Montola, Stenros & Waern, 2009).

An axis ranging from free form of playing to a formal playing has been suggested. Free 
form of playing, called paideic activities, is informal in nature and includes things such 
as roller coaster rides or children's games. The formal style of gaming, ludus,  are better 
defined and formal  in  style  of  play.  Games  like  chess  are  ludic  in  form (Montola, 
Stenros & Waern, 2009).

For this thesis the assumption of the word game is the meaning of applications and 
software that can be played on some digital device for entertainment or for educational 
purposes. This includes games that can be played on any platform, such as social media 
games, console games and computer games.

Magic Circle

Magic circle  is  a  term associated  to  Johan Huizinga.  For  Huizinga  games  and play 
happened outside the ordinary life, separated from it by a “magic circle” agreed by the 
players. This “magic circle” is the domain of the game where fantasy and imagination 
can take place, separated from the real world. Inside this circle actions done during the 
game are seen as a part of the game, thus playful, or at least not deadly serious, in nature 
(Montola, Stenros & Waern, 2009).

According to some recent criticism the idea of a “magic circle” could be obsolete, as 
gaming has become ordinary and does not happen in its own realm any more, as it has 
become an everyday activity. Technology and forms of computer games have made the 
boundaries between different realms irrelevant, as players can spend a day playing a 
game as well as watching TV, thus making games unseparated from normal everyday 
experiences (Montola, Stenros & Waern, 2009).

Virtual reality

Virtual reality (VR) is a computer simulated environment aimed to present either a real 
world situations, such as driving a car, or a fantasy worlds. VR systems provide  both an 
audio and a visual  output  of the virtual  world and enable the viewer to manipulate 
objects  in  the  virtual  space.  The  user  can  look  around  the  virtual  environment  by 
moving his head (Brooks, 1999).

VR environments  can be brought  to  the users with either  a headset  or a  projection 
system. A headset can be a set of VR glasses, which function as a display where as the 
projection can be done surround-projection set, where the world is rear-projected on the 
walls of a room. These rooms are called CAVE's (Brooks, 1999).
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